Past Conference Report Pediatrics Congress 2020

The feat of 2nd International Webinar Conference on Pediatrics, Neonatology and Cardiac Care well thought-out by Allied Academies Ltd that was apprehended during July 13-14, 2020 was a tremendous standard. Massive number of participants from around the globe had spoken on various topics of their respective field’s diverse sessions.

Aim: This great congress aids to pass on altogether fundamental instructional researchers, specialists and different studies undertaken to exchange and rate their assessments and studies results on all segments of Pediatrics. Moreover it presents a most valuable interdisciplinary stage for scientists, professionals Student researchers and teachers to offer and brief conversions about the greatest current technological advancements, patterns, and stresses notwithstanding despite sensible circumstances experienced and following the different insights in the fields of Pediatrics, Neonatal care and Cardiac care.

Conference Highlights: Pediatrics, Pediatric ophthalmology, Neonatal care, Pediatric nutrition, Pediatric surgery and Pediatric, Dental Health, Pediatric health care and Immunology, Child Abuse Pediatrics, Pediatric Cardiology, Pediatric Neurology, Child psychology, Pediatric Nursing and Pediatric Care, Neonatal Cancer, Neonatal heart diseases, Neonatal hepatology, Neonatal Infections, Pediatric Cyanosis and heart stroke, Pediatric Hypertension and Pediatric Pulmonology, Current Research in Cardiac Care.

Conference Proceedings: All submitted conference/event papers will be blind peer reviewed via way of means of 3 fitted out reviewers. The peer-reviewed convention lawsuits are listed in the respective journal, Google Scholar, and different index databases. Impact Factor Indicators.

Taking this as a grand victory in the heart we move forward towards the 3rd International Conference on Pediatrics, Neonatology and Cardiac Care that is scheduled in Tokyo, Japan in the month of April 15 and 16, 2021. Theme “Exploring the new era in the field of Pediatrics, Neonatology and Cardiac Care” as it integrates prompt keynote presentations, Verbal Discussions, Poster pageants and Exhibitions. It will provide a platform for multidisciplinary exchange of information to accelerate pediatric disorders and shed light on the significant scientific discoveries in all aspects of Pediatrics Health Care. Event will run over a span of time at some point of the convention relying on the quantity and duration of the presentations. With its excessive quality, it offers an extremely good scope of exposure for students, teachers and enterprise researchers.

Our supporters encompass organizing committee contributors, editorial contributors of International journals, its related journals, media partners, collaborators from numerous Internal Organizations and our past individuals encompass doctors, scientists, nurses, researchers, and students.

Call for Contributions: Prospective authors are kindly recommended to make a contribution to and assist from the convention via submissions in their studies, abstracts, papers and e-posters. Also, excessive studies contributions describing authentic and unpublished effects of conceptual, constructive, empirical, experimental in all regions of Pediatrics are cordially invited for presentation on the convention. The convention solicits invites the contributions of abstracts, papers and e-posters that cope with issues and subjects of the convention, inclusive of figures, tables and references of novel studies materials.

The supporting journals include:

- Journal of Current Pediatric Research
- Journal of Pregnancy and Neonatal Medicine
- Research and Reports in Gynecology and Obstetrics

We welcome all of the famous investigators, pupils and delegate partakers to participate on this upcoming convention to witness precious medical discussions and assist to the Pediatric development with proper medications and development in their health perspectives.
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